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STATEMENT FROM
THE GOVERNOR
Ohio is better when we embrace diversity 

and strive to be inclusive of all individuals 

regardless of race, background, gender, religion, 

or disability. Through Ohio’s equity agenda, 

state agencies are actively engaged in healing 

those who are hurting, fighting discrimination, creating opportunities, 

focusing on inclusion, and building awareness of systemic change 

needed to end disparities. Moving state government forward on the 

diversity, equity, and inclusion continuum shows that state government 

is committed to serving all people so they can live up to their 

God‑given potential.

THE OHIO DEPARTMENT OF
NATURAL RESOURCES

IS A DIVERSE, INCLUSIVE,
AND EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
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Ohio 
Department of
Natural 
Resources:
Our Leadership
The Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) is an expansive state agency, 
consisting of eleven divisions that employ more than 2,100 Ohioans. ODNR 
employees and properties can be found in all 88 counties of the state, from the 
beautiful shores and islands of Lake Erie, through the rolling hills of the Hocking 
Valley, to the waters of the great Ohio River. Our efforts help to provide safe access 
to the state’s unparalleled recreational, historical, cultural, and abundant mineral 
resources for all to enjoy.

As unique as our state’s geography are its people. 
We are proud to live and serve a state made up 
of people with backgrounds and experiences as 
varied as the natural resources ODNR seeks to 
conserve. Ohioans of different races, ethnicities, 
ages, levels of education, sexual orientations, 
religious beliefs, abilities, and gender identities are 
what make this state so great.

The ODNR does not tolerate racism or 
discrimination in any form. In 2020, protests across 
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the United States sharply illustrated the pain, anger, and sadness felt by so many 
citizens in and for our black communities. It is time to reflect on how ODNR can 
be part of constructively moving forward to recognize and address inequalities, no 
matter what form they take.

A diversity of perspectives gives our agency strength and sustainability as the 
people of Ohio and our environment continues to change. We value this diversity 
and believe that every person has the right to enjoy Ohio’s public lands. The 
outdoors are for everyone.

ODNR SETS FORTH THE FOLLOWING 
COMMITMENTS TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY, 
AND INCLUSION:

• Build a more diverse workforce.

• Promote an inclusive environment that celebrates diversity and perspectives 
that all backgrounds bring to the table.

• Improve outdoor opportunities for underrepresented communities.

• Broaden our reach through education and partnerships that support 
our mission.

These commitments will guide us in the important work of the agency to help 
us demonstrate that the outdoors are truly for everyone. Only when all voices 
are heard, and everyone has a seat at the table, can we live up to the ideals of 
democracy that our country was founded upon.

Mary Mertz 
 Director
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State of Ohio 
Diversity, 
Equity, and 
Inclusion Vision:
Ohio is a model for justice, equity, opportunity, and resilience to withstand future 
challenges. We are striving to become an advanced DEI organizational culture 
working to eliminate institutional and systemic bias for our people, in our policy, 
and within our public service.
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION
(DEI) TERMINOLOGY

COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS DEFINED:
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer: in accordance with law, the State of 
Ohio and each State Agency gives assurance that all employment-related decisions 
will be based on objective and nondiscriminatory reasons, ensuring all employees 
and job applicants have equal and fair opportunity and access to State Employment

Authority: O.A.C. 123:1-49; Executive Order 2019-05D, Anti-Discrimination Policy in State Government (Issued 1/14/2019)

Affirmative Action: a required State of Ohio program designed to identify 
and correct past systemic disparity of equal access and opportunity in State 
employment to ethnic and racial minorities and women.

Authority: O.A.C. 123:1-49

Disability Inclusion: a required State of Ohio program designed to encourage and 
support individuals with disabilities to fully participate in the social and economic 
life of Ohio and to engage in competitive integrated employment, including having 
access and opportunity within State Government

Authority: Executive Order 2019-03D, Establishing Ohio as a Disability Inclusion State and Model Employer of Individuals 
with Disabilities (Issued 1/14/2019)

DEI TERMINOLOGY
Diversity: 1The condition of having or being composed of differing elements; 
variety; 2Human variety of experiences, identities, and perspectives that our 
employees bring to state employment.

Sources: 1“Diversity.” Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, n.d. Web. 28 Feb. 2018; 2“Diversity.” Embrace Diversity & 
Inclusion State Competency. State of Ohio, 8 Jul. 2020

Inclusion: 1To take in or comprise as a part of a whole or group; 2The practice of 
understanding and applying diversity to improve work culture and influence the 
way we serve Ohioans.

Sources: 1“Include.” Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, n.d. Web. 28 Feb. 2018; 2“Inclusion.” Embrace Diversity & 
Inclusion State Competency. State of Ohio, 8 Jul. 2020
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Equality: The state of being equal, especially in status, rights, and opportunity; 
fairness.

Source: State of Ohio Definition, Office of Diversity & Inclusion, Nov. 2020

Equity: The right of and access to resources to achieve the outcome of equality.

Source: State of Ohio Definition, Office of Diversity & Inclusion, Nov. 2020

Justice: Equality of economic, political, and social rights and opportunities within 
society for all people.

Source: State of Ohio Definition, Office of Diversity & Inclusion, Nov. 2020

Institutional Bias: A tendency for the procedures and practices of an organization 
to, in most cases unintentionally, operate in ways which result in certain social 
groups being advantaged or favored and others being disadvantaged or devalued.

Source: Oxford Reference. Retrieved 15 Jun. 2020, from https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/
authority.20110803100005347

Systemic Bias: The oppression or marginalization of certain groups within a 
societal system(s) (i.e., health, education, criminal justice) resulting from the impact 
of the institutional bias of member organizations in fulfilling mission and serving 
the system(s).

Source: State of Ohio Definition, Office of Diversity & Inclusion, Nov. 2020

Accessibility: The ability to access the functionality and benefit of systems, 
entities, or products; the degree to which a product, device, service, or environment 
is readily available for use by as many people as possible.

Source: State of Ohio Definition, Office of Diversity & Inclusion, Nov. 2020

Cultural Competence: A continuous learning process that builds knowledge, 
awareness, skills, and capacity to identify, understand, and respect the unique 
beliefs, values, customs, languages, abilities, and traditions of all Ohioans to 
develop policies that provide effective programs and services.



ODNR Mission 
Statement:

 To ensure a balance

between the wise use

and protection of our

natural resources

for the benefit of all.
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Our Core Values:
DO THE RIGHT THING, THE RIGHT WAY 
We must set the standard for ethics and integrity. Cutting corners and doing 

the wrong thing is never worth it. Essential to maintaining public trust is never 

compromising on character and following the rules and processes to achieve 

our mission.

PROMOTE SCIENCE-BASED STEWARDSHIP 
Conservation and responsible, sustainable use of our state resources requires 

action and education based in science. We must stay up to date on the latest 

research, constantly question, and use data to guide our decisions and actions.

IF IT’S WORTH DOING, IT’S WORTH DOING NOW 
Urgency is a compulsion to get things done in a timely, yet thoughtful manner. 

Ideas are great, but do not mean much if we do nothing with them. We act on good 

ideas! Every project and every initiative need motivation and dedication to get it 

across the finish line. Imagine what is possible and make it happen!

STRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE IN CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Customers (internal and external) do not care how much you know until they know 

how much you care. If a customer reaches you, you own it. Public trust is earned 

through responsiveness.

COMMIT TO GREAT COMMUNICATION 
Moving from good to great communication requires knowledge and understanding 

of what we do and why, in addition to really listening to your audience to appreciate 

their motives and concerns. The message is not about the messenger; it is about 

meeting the needs of those you are communicating with.
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ODNR Diversity, 
Equity, and 
Inclusion Vision:
ODNR strives to build a workforce that embraces its collective blend of differences 
but also recognizes and values how these differences enhance ODNR’s ability to 
meet its overall mission. We will implement a collection of workplace policies, 
procedures, and practices that support inclusion and respect for all employees.

Natural Resources Officer interacting with Park visitors
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Our History
The Ohio Department of Natural Resources is rich and varied, beginning with its 
creation by the Ohio Legislature in 1949.

At that time, the department was charged with the responsibility of formulating and 
putting into execution a long-term comprehensive plan for the development and 
wise use of the natural resources of the state, to the end that the health, happiness, 
and wholesome enjoyment of life of the people of Ohio may be further encouraged.

A department with geographically expansive footprint, ODNR owns and manages 
more than 800,000 acres of land, including 75 state parks, 21 state forests, 136 
state nature preserves and 150 wildlife areas. The department also has jurisdiction 
over more than 120,000 acres of inland waters; 7,000 miles of streams; 481 miles 
of Ohio River; and 2.25 million acres of Lake Erie. In addition, ODNR licenses all 
hunting, fishing and watercraft in the state and the department is responsible for 
overseeing and permitting all mineral extraction, monitoring dam safety, managing 
water resources, mapping the state’s major geologic structures and mineral 
resources, and providing multiple outdoor grant programs to local communities.

Lake Hope Swimming Beach Circa 1950s
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Our Successes: 
Internal Impacts
ODNR’s focus on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion extends beyond compliance with 
statewide policies and trainings. In 2019, ODNR established the Natural Resources 
Women’s Network (NRWN) to promote diversity and leadership opportunities 
within the agency. Its mission is “to foster an inclusive work environment while 
providing networking, mentorship, and professional development opportunities for 
ODNR employees who identify as female. Successfully engaging and empowering 
women at all stages of their careers strengthens our community, inspires 
innovation, and improves our ability to serve the public.”

Building on the momentum of the 
NRWN and the public protests against 
racism beginning in the spring of 2020, 
ODNR formed the Diversity, Equity, 
and Inclusion Committee. This group is 
committed to:

• building a more diverse workforce;

• promoting an inclusive 
environment that celebrates 
diversity and perspectives that all 
backgrounds bring to the table;

• improving outdoor opportunities 
for underrepresented 
communities; and

• broadening our reach through 
education and partnerships that 
support our mission.

NRWN Kickoff Meeting December 2019
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A diversity of perspectives gives our agency strength and sustainability as the 
people of Ohio and our environment continues to change. We value this diversity 
and believe that every person has the right to enjoy Ohio’s public lands. The 
outdoors are for everyone.

Within the agency, other successes include a renewed emphasis on ensuring 
ODNR’s website, social media platforms, and publications include diverse 
representation. We have also expanded recruitment efforts and changed hiring 
processes to ensure diversity in interview panels. Finally, we are embarking on 
a comprehensive DE&I training program that will include leadership strategic 
planning, a focus on middle managers for culture change, and education sessions 
for every employee to ensure a common understanding of agency goals.

Our Successes: 
External Impacts
ODNR has increased outreach to our visitors, customers, suppliers, and vendors 
with renewed vigor.

Recognizing that English is the secondary language for many of our customers, 
we began expanding our communication tools. This year’s safe boating campaign 
included a Spanish translation in advertisements and signage. We are also working 
towards publishing a Spanish version of the Ohio Boat Operator’s Guide, which will 
be released in 2021. In addition, we have developed a 
‘welcoming field card’ to assist Wildlife Officers when 
contacting Spanish-speaking outdoor enthusiasts. The 
card breaks through language barriers by explaining, 
in Spanish, why the officer is contacting them and 
aids in answering common questions regarding 
wildlife and our properties.

Our divisions are promoting diversity in ways we have 
never before considered. For instance, the Women 
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Owning Woodlands (WOW) web project strives to bring topical, accessible, and 
current forestry information to woodland owners and forest practitioners through 
news articles, blogs, events, resources, and personal stories. This group supports 
women in forest leadership, women who manage their own woodlands, and all who 
facilitate the stewardship of forests. ODNR has been actively working to expand 
the program to northern Ohio to better serve a geographic area that has not been 
reached by the program.

In September 2020, we hosted several local Girl Scouts councils for a “Girl Scouts 
Love State Parks” weekend webinar to highlight all that Ohio’s outdoors have to 
offer, complete with educational seminars and virtual tours.

During Earth Sciences Week in October, we designated a full day to focusing on 
increasing accessibility, inclusion, and innovation in the geoscience workforce 
and hosted a publicly-accessible webinar to discuss this important topic. We also 
collaborated with Ohio State on a grant opportunity that, if funded, will mentor 
minority students in middle school toward opportunities in Earth sciences.

This year, we continued our partnership with the Ohio Veterans Outdoors (OVO), 
which provides outdoor experiences and education to combat-wounded, ill and 
injured veterans of the United States armed forces. Special hunting opportunities 
on State Nature Preserves are provided to those who have served our country.

In an effort to ensure all Ohioans can experience our properties, we have 
completed several surface and trail projects, making them ADA compliant and 
wheelchair accessible. We are also in the process of constructing ADA accessible 
kayak launches so more Ohioans can enjoy the increasingly popular paddle sport.

Minority vendors are an integral part of the agency’s work and we value our 
partnerships with them. This year, ODNR contracted with minority business 
enterprise vendors for 16% of total agency spending, surpassing our target goal. 
We worked with the Department of Administrative Services (DAS) to create new 
minority contracts for the purchase of aggregates, such as sand, limestone, and 
gravel for ODNR. We also hosted the DAS Office of Diversity and Inclusion to 
educate ODNR purchasers about using minority suppliers for goods and services.
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Organizational 
Diversity and 
Inclusion 
Continuum
Our Team will move on the 
Organizational Diversity and 
Inclusion Continuum from 
Compliance to Conventional 
by 2023. We are working to 
integrate diversity, equity, 
and inclusion concepts into 
our business operations.

Implementation of the DEI 
plan will help us become 
an agency that exemplifies 
diversity and inclusion. We 
will examine, identify, and 
start removing barriers 
that will validate employee 
engagement initiatives and 
go beyond cultural diversity 
celebrations, and establish 
indicators for progress and 
success.

IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE DEI PLAN

WILL HELP US

BECOME AN AGENCY

THAT EXEMPLIFIES

DIVERSITY AND

INCLUSION.
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INITIATIVE REQUIREMENTS EXAMPLES

Compliant Meet all legal requirements 

pertaining to D&I.

Common regulatory considerations include the 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC), affirmative action, and procurement 

policies or requirements. Senior business leaders 

in charge of development of D&I initiatives outside 

of the U.S. should identify resources that provide 

guidance equivalent to the EEOC (e.g., the National 

Employment Pact in Egypt, nep-egypt.com).

Conventional Begin to implement concepts 

of D&I into its mission and 

understand that D&I is a 

return on investment.

Common activities include development of a 

D&I plan, D&I basic training, beginning employee 

engagement initiatives, and development of a 

strategic D&I communication strategy.

Purposeful Be responsive to concepts of 

D&I and realize its impact on the 

mission.

Common initiatives include leadership buy-in and 

training, increased D&I skills-based employee 

training, policy examination, increased strategic 

communication, increased engagement opportunity 

for staff and beginning steps to effectively include 

diversity in business processes.

Competent Integrate D&I concepts into 

business operations to increase 

the return on investment.

Common initiatives include increased D&I planning, 

human resources management and evaluation, 

examination of informal work processes and 

policies, identification, and removal of barriers to 

D&I, information technology integration, formalized 

engagement for staff, and formalizing prioritization of 

diversity into business processes.

Advanced Fully incorporate D&I concepts into 

business practices and mission.

Common initiatives include demonstration of 

measurable success for return on investment in 

both products and human capital, incorporation 

of D&I in communication and informal policy, 

and continued development and measurement 

of strategic D&I initiatives for future growth 

and improvement.
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Our Workforce Data
ODNR EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS: RACE 

(Data reported as of 12/01/2020)

RACE
TOTAL 

EMPLOYEES
PERCENTAGE

White 1795 96.5%

Black 48 2.6%

Hispanic 9 0.5%

Asian 6 0.3%

American Indian 3 0.2%

Total 1861 100.0%

ODNR EMPLOYEE DEMOGRAPHICS: GENDER 
(Data reported as of 12/01/2020

GENDER TOTAL EMPLOYEES PERCENTAGE

Female 540 29.3%

Male 1321 70.7%

ODNR EEO-4 CATEGORY BY RACE

White Black Hispanic Am. Ind. Asian

F M F M F M F M F M Total
Official/Admin. 23 62 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 88

Professional 195 438 9 9 1 2 0 0 0 1 655

Technician 20 109 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 131

Protective Services 31 256 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 293

Paraprofessional 17 20 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 39

Admin. Support 86 16 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 112

Skilled Craft 2 107 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 109

Service Maintenance 134 279 4 9 0 2 1 2 1 2 434

Total 508 1287 26 22 3 6 1 2 2 4 1861
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Building on 
Our Success
Open every day and always free, Ohio’s state parks and waterways provide a 
refuge from the fast pace of modern life. Finding solace in nature was never 
more essential than in 2020, when millions of Ohioans sought refuge from the 
challenges of a global pandemic by taking advantage of outdoor recreation, 
parks, and waterways. This extraordinary increase in the use of public spaces 
further underscored the importance that the outdoors are not just for any one 
demographic, but for EVERYONE. We must ensure that our properties, programs, 
and services are welcoming to all visitors, and in order to do that, our workforce 
must represent the diversity of the great State of Ohio and its citizens that we serve.

ODNR is committed to building upon our aforementioned successes by creating 
new positions within the department that focus entirely on diversity recruiting, 
and diversity outreach. We will execute agency-wide training throughout 2021 
to ensure that we have common understanding of vocabulary and embark on 
a journey to learn more about and from 
about one another. We will continue to 
explore opportunities to purchase from and 
contract with minority vendors. We will build 
upon current partnerships and look for new 
ways to work with organizations that serve 
underrepresented populations. Finally, we 
will continue to reinforce how important 
DE&I principles are to ODNR and challenge 
our divisions to learn more, do better, and 
reach farther. Only when all voices are heard, 
and everyone has a seat at the table, can we 
live up to the ideals of democracy that our 
country was founded upon. Family visiting Alum Creek State Park
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Building on 
the Success of 
Our People
Some of Ohio’s greatest assets are the more than 50,000 state employees who 
are charged with carrying out the mission of each organization within the state 
enterprise. Valuing, respecting, and including all their dimensions of diversity 
assists in the delivery of mission focused service to all Ohioans.

As a result, we make the following commitments to ensure we continue to improve 
our internal equity through meaningful opportunity, access, and inclusion for all 
our people.

RECRUITMENT
COMMITMENT: Build a workforce that is representative of the communities 
we serve.

ODNR must represent and value the diversity found within our state’s potential 
workforce to promote equity and eliminate institutional bias. To create this diverse 
workforce, we are committed to the following recruitment efforts:

• Racial, Ethnic, and Gender Inclusion & Equality: To create, implement, and 
measure an Affirmative Action Strategy designed to identify and correct past 
systemic disparity of equal access and opportunity in State employment for 
ethnic and racial minorities and women in agency employment.

• Disability Inclusion & Equality: To create, implement, and measure a 
Disability Inclusion Workforce Strategy designed to encourage and engage 
individuals with disabilities in competitive integrated employment, including 
having access and opportunity within agency employment.
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RETENTION
COMMITMENT: Retain a workforce whose diversity is included to drive 
systematic change.

ODNR must represent and value our employees’ many dimensions of diversity to 
promote equity and eliminate institutional bias. To maintain this diverse workforce, 
we are committed to the following retention efforts:

• Racial, Ethnic, and Gender Equality: To create, implement, and measure 
Affirmative Action Strategy designed to identify and correct past systemic 
disparity of equal opportunity and advancement in agency employment for 
ethnic and racial minorities and women.

• Disability Inclusion and Equality: To create, implement, and measure 
Disability Inclusion Workforce Strategy designed to encourage and engage 
individuals with disabilities in competitive integrated employment, including 
having opportunity and advancement within agency employment.

COMMITMENT: Invest in our workforce to promote principles of diversity, 
equity, inclusion, and accessibility.

ODNR must provide opportunity for employees and leadership to learn and 
engage in topics of diversity, equity, and inclusion to promote equity and eliminate 
institutional bias. To make this investment in our employees and leadership, we are 
committed to the following professional development retention efforts:

• Education & Professional Development: To create, implement, and 
measure a DEI Education Plan designed to educate and encourage employees 
and supervisors to engage in their own personal exploration of diversity, 
equity, and inclusion topics to strengthen work-culture and to promote 
culturally component public service.

• Leadership Development: To create, implement, and measure a DEI 
Leadership Education Plan designed to educate supervisors, managers, and 
leaders on diversity, equity, and inclusion topics to maintain legal compliance, 
promote and maintain inclusive work-culture, identify, and remove institutional 
barriers, promote culturally competent public service, and an appreciation of 
systemic bias in government service.
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ENGAGEMENT
COMMITMENT: Engage our workforce to encourage strategic inclusion of 
employee diversity into practice, policy, programs, and services.

ODNR must provide meaningful opportunity for employees to share their diversity 
with leadership to improve agency practice, policy, programs, and services. To 
create this opportunity, we are committed to the following engagements efforts:

• Engagement Strategy: To create, implement, and measure a DEI Engagement 
Strategy designed to promote opportunity for employees to strategically 
share their diversity to strengthen work-culture, assist in implementation of 
DEI Planning efforts, assist in workforce education, and/or share ideas with 
leadership on diversity, equity, and inclusion topics designed to promote 
culturally component public service.

COMMITED TO ENSURING

WE CONTINUE TO IMPROVE OUR

INTERNAL EQUITY THROUGH

MEANINGFUL OPPORTUNITY,

ACCESS, AND INCLUSION FOR ALL

OUR PEOPLE.
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Building on 
the Success of 
Our Policies
The work of Ohio government is implemented through its internal and external 
policies, practices, and processes. Achieving systemic change and better service to 
all of Ohio will require identifying and removing hidden barriers and oppressive 
impacts, correcting institutional bias, and working toward equitable and holistic 
systemic transformation.

As a result, ODNR make the following Commitments to ensure we continue to 
improve our external and internal equity by examining our policies, practices, and 
processes to correct, and remove institutional and systemic barriers, bias, and 
oppression.

EQUITABLE AND INCLUSIVE POLICY
COMMITMENT: Maintain a zero-tolerance approach to discrimination and 
explicit bias in all agency policy, practice, and processes.

ODNR must uphold the values of respect and inclusion in its practices and 
strengthen internal processes to seek out and eliminate explicit bias and 
discrimination. To ensure explicit bias is eliminated, we are committed to the 
following efforts:

• Equal Employment Opportunity and Anti-Discrimination Policy: 
To maintain, monitor, and train on agency policy and practice on Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Anti-Discrimination and to promptly identify, 
investigate, and correct violations, as required by Ohio Administrative Code 
and State EEO Policy and Directives.
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• Disability Inclusion and ADA Law: To maintain, monitor, and train on agency 
policy and practice on the Americans with Disabilities Act, including a process 
to request reasonable accommodations, and to promptly identify and correct 
violations, as required by State Policy and Directives.

ELIMINATION OF INSTITUTIONAL BIAS
COMMITMENT: Seek out and eliminate implicit and institutional bias 
and barriers in agency policy, practice, and processes that may prohibit 
opportunity and access.

ODNR must uphold the values of respect and inclusion in its practices and 
strengthen internal and external processes to seek out and eliminate implicit and 
institutional bias and barriers. To ensure institutional bias is eliminated, we are 
committed to the following efforts:

• Equity Review of Internal Diversity Programs & Policy: To create, 
implement, and measure an Equity Review Strategy designed to evaluate 
EEO Policy (including investigations), ADA Title I Policy (including reasonable 
accommodations), Affirmative Action Plans, and Disability Inclusion Plan 
outcomes for disparate trends, determining if implicit and/or institutional bias 
is a contributing factor to the outcome, and design corrective measures to 
eliminate the bias.

• Equity Review of External Diversity Programs & Policy: To create, 
implement, and measure an Equity Review Strategy designed to evaluate ADA 
Title II Policy (including reasonable accommodations) and Disability Inclusion 
Plan outcomes for disparate trends, determining if implicit and/or institutional 
bias is a contributing factor to the outcome, and design corrective measures to 
eliminate the bias.

CROSS-COLLABORATION IN POLICY TO 
ELIMINATE SYSTEMIC BIAS
COMMITMENT: Work within each government system in which ODNR is 
a member to jointly seek out and eliminate systemic bias and barriers 
in system policy, practices, and processes that may prohibit opportunity 
and access.
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ODNR must work in collaboration with other state agencies to identify and 
eliminate systemic bias and barriers within State Government policies. To ensure 
systemic bias is eliminated, we are committed to the following efforts:

• Collaboration in Systemic Review: To create, implement, and measure a 
Systemic Review Strategy with sister agencies designed to evaluate government 
systems to determine if the policy, practice, or process of the system are 
creating disparate outcomes in service delivery, and design corrective 
measures to eliminate the bias.

Building on the 
Success of Our 
Public Service
An important purpose of Ohio government is to provide for the general welfare of 
Ohio’s people. Eliminating bias and inequities in how we interact and engage with 
and assist our diverse populations of Ohioans will result in public service that is 
more equitable, accessible, and culturally competent.

As a result, we make the following Commitments to ensure we continue to improve 
our external equity removing barriers and deliver more accessible and culturally 
competent service using minority businesses enterprise (MBE) and economically 
disadvantage GE services to ultimately remove systemic barriers in how State 
government provides for the for all Ohioans.

COMMITMENT: Ensure agency locations, programs, and services are 
accessible to all Ohioans.

ODNR must ensure all programs and service are accessible both technically and 
physically to all Ohioans. To ensure no accessibility barriers exist, we are committed 
to the following efforts:
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Accessibility ADA Review of Buildings and Public Spaces: To create, implement, and 
measure an Accessibility Review Strategy designed to evaluate agency buildings 
and public spaces under ADA Title II Policy (including public accessibility) for 
accessibility, and design corrective measures to eliminate found barriers.

Accessibility ADA Review of Cyber Spaces: To create, implement, and measure a 
Cyber Accessibility Review Strategy designed to evaluate agency cyber spaces under 
ADA Title II Policy for accessibility, and design corrective measures to eliminate 
found barriers.

CULTURALLY COMPETENT SERVICE DELIVERY
COMMITMENT: Utilize culturally competent practices and standards in 
service delivery to ensure equity and positive public service experiences.

ODNR must provide its public service using methods that promote cultural 
connection, understanding, and respect to all Ohioans it serves. To ensure we are 
providing culturally competent public service, we are committed to the following 
efforts:

• Service Delivery Cultural Competency Review: To create, implement, and 
measure a Review Strategy to evaluate agency programs and services based 
on the variety of cultures (ethnic, regional, religious, generational, etc.) found in 
Ohio to determine if barriers exist within the service delivery model, and design 
corrective measures to eliminate the bias.

PUBLIC CONTRACTING COMMITMENT
COMMITMENT: Promote the economic prosperity of businesses through 
equitable public contracting.

ODNR as a procurer of goods and services, must correct past systemic oppression 
and eliminate bias and barriers for small and disadvantaged businesses, promoting 
economic prosperity for all Ohio businesses and communities. To ensure equitable 
public contracting, we are committed to the following efforts:

• Minority Business Enterprise: To create, implement, and measure 
Procurement Strategy designed to promote equal opportunity for businesses 
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that qualify as Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) by meeting the procurement 
requirements as defined under Ohio Administrative Code.

• EDGE Businesses: To create, implement, and measure Procurement Strategy 
designed to promote equal opportunity for businesses that qualify as 
Encouraging Diversity, Growth, and Equity (EDGE) businesses by meeting the 
procurement requirements as defined under Ohio Administrative Code.

CROSS-COLLABORATION TO ELIMINATE 
SYSTEMIC BIAS IN SERVICE DELIVERY
COMMITMENT: Jointly work with each agency within the government 
system to seek out and eliminate systemic bias and barriers in system 
service delivery that may attribute to inequitable public service.

ODNR must work in collaboration with other state agencies to identify and 
eliminate systemic bias and barriers within State Government public service. To 
ensure systemic bias is eliminated, we are committed to the following efforts:

• Collaboration in Systemic Review: To create, implement, and measure 
a Systemic Review Strategy with sister agencies designed to evaluate the 
government system aligned to our agency mission to determine if the policies, 
practices, or processes of the system are creating disparate outcomes in 
service delivery, and design corrective measures to eliminate the bias.

DIVERSITY: THE ART OF THINKING

INDEPENDENTLY TOGETHER.

Malcolm Forbes
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